Scaling behavior of the alpha relaxation in fragile glass-forming liquids under conditions of high compression
The effect of pressure variation on dynamics of alpha relaxation process in poly[(phenyl glycidyl ether)-co-formaldehyde] has been investigated both under isothermal (T=293 K) and isobaric (P=0.1, 60, 120, 180, and 240 MPa) conditions using broad band dielectric spectroscopy (10(-2) to 10(6) Hz). The alpha relaxation is analyzed by means of the Havriliak-Negami relaxation function which has two shape parameters (alpha and gamma) to characterize non-Debye behavior. As a result we found that the shape parameters of the dielectric function collected for different pressures fall on master curves constructed by plotting alpha and alphagamma against the logarithm of relaxation time. The scaling of shape parameters for different pressure stems from pressure independence of fragility. This provides strong experimental evidence supporting correlation of non-Debye behavior with non-Arrhenius relaxation under high pressure. From an analysis of the shape parameters of relaxation function, in terms of the Schonhals and Schlosser model, we drew conclusions that the molecular mobility of PPG is controlled in the same way by temperature and pressure. The relaxation times exhibit a clear non-Arrhenius behavior under isothermal and isobaric condition.